Achilles tendinopathy—do plantaris tendon removal and Achilles tendon scraping improve tendon structure? A prospective study using ultrasound tissue characterisation
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The plantaris tendon has recently been described as a possible important factor in midportion Achilles tendinopathy. Ultrasound tissue characterisation (UTC) is a method to study tendon structure (matrix integrity). The effect of plantaris tendon removal on Achilles tendon structure was studied using UTC.

Design and setting: Prospective case series study at one centre.

Participants: Nine tendons in eight physically active and healthy patients (mean age 39 years) with chronic painful midportion Achilles tendinopathy were included. Preoperative two-dimensional ultrasound and UTC showed midportion Achilles tendinopathy (tendinosis) with medial tendon changes and suspected plantaris tendon involvement. Patients with previous operations to the Achilles tendon were excluded.

Interventions: Operative treatment consisted of excision of the plantaris tendon and scraping of the ventromedial surface of the Achilles tendon under a local anaesthetic.

Primary and secondary outcome measures: UTC examination and clinical scoring with the VISA-A questionnaire were performed preoperatively and 6 months postoperatively.

Results: At 6 months follow-up, UTC demonstrated a statistically significant (t=5.40, p<0.001) increase in the mean organised matrix (echo-type I+II) and a decrease in the mean disorganised matrix (echo-type III+IV). Seven out of eight patients were satisfied, and the VISA-A score had increased significantly (p<0.001) from 56.8 (range 34–73) preoperatively to 93.3 (range 87–100) postoperatively.

Conclusions: Excision of the plantaris tendon and scraping of the ventromedial Achilles tendon in chronic midportion Achilles tendinopathy seem to have the potential to improve tendon structure and reduce tendon pain. Studies on a larger group of patients and with a longer follow-up period are needed.

INTRODUCTION

Midportion Achilles tendinopathy is a condition that often presents with pain and disability during Achilles tendon loading activities. Despite extensive research, the pathogenesis is still not fully understood.¹ ² Treatment has been difficult to formalise,³ but recent innovative methods applied outside the tendon have shown promising results.⁴ A novel treatment method targeting the peritendinous tissues on the ventral side of the Achilles tendon, that is, the recently described minimally-invasive operative scraping procedure,⁵ has resulted in a high success rate at 1–2-year follow-up. Nevertheless, not all patients are cured, and in some cases medial tendon pain has been shown to be related to the plantaris tendon.⁶–⁷

Ultrasound with colour Doppler (US+CD) has been used for many years as a first-line diagnostic tool to detect tendinosis-like changes in tendons,⁸–⁹ and a few studies used ultrasound to visualise the plantaris tendon.¹⁰–¹¹ Recently, a novel imaging modality called ultrasound tissue characterisation (UTC) was used to visualise Achilles tendon structure and to quantify tendon matrix integrity.¹² Unlike two-dimensional (2D) US and CD, UTC objectively quantifies grey-scale tendon matrix changes into four different echotypes related to tendon integrity. Type I (green) and II (blue) represent

What are the new findings?

▪ Excision of the plantaris tendon and scraping of the ventromedial Achilles tendon in chronic midportion Achilles tendinopathy have the potential to improve Achilles tendon structure.
▪ Ultrasound tissue characterisation appears to be a promising tool to study tendon matrix changes, and can be useful to monitor healing processes.
▪ Excision of the plantaris tendon and scraping of the ventromedial Achilles tendon in chronic midportion Achilles tendinopathy have the potential to reduce tendon pain.
organised matrix; type III (red) and IV (black) represent a disorganised matrix.

Clinically, we have had good results, with high patient satisfaction and a fast return to Achilles tendon loading activities, after removal of the plantaris tendon and surgical scraping of the Achilles tendon.13 Our hypothesis is that removing the plantaris tendon and scraping the Achilles tendon in patients with chronic painful midportion Achilles tendinopathy results in improved tendon structure.

The aim of this study was to prospectively investigate the outcome of plantaris tendon excision and operative scraping in patients with midportion Achilles tendinopathy (tendinosis) and suspected plantaris tendon involvement, by using UTC to study the tendon structure and the VISA-A score for clinical outcome.

METHODS
A prospective study design was implemented using UTC to study tendon structure and the VISA-A score to study clinical results after surgical treatment of patients with chronic painful midportion Achilles tendinopathy.

All examinations, before and after surgery, were performed at the Pure Sports Medicine Clinic in London, UK, between August 2013 and August 2014.

The included patients were referrals from general practitioners, physiotherapists and sports medicine physicians within the UK.

Participants
Patients with midportion Achilles tendinopathy with medial tendon pain (history), medial tenderness (palpation) and localised medial tendon abnormalities (US and UTC), were included in the study.

Nine Achilles tendons from 8 patients (7 men and 1 woman) with a mean age of 39 years (range 26–56 years) were included. Duration of symptoms ranged from 6 to 48 months. All patients complained of activity-related medial tendon pain and had tenderness localised to the medial side of the Achilles tendon. All patients had failed a tendon loading programme (eccentric training). All patients were physically active, consisting of six runners (two elite level), one cricket player and one footballer.

Presurgical examinations
Clinical assessment
Patients were asked to determine the site of activity-related tendon pain. Patients were examined in the prone position with feet hanging freely over the edge of the examination bed. Tendons were assessed by the same examiner (HA) for thickening and location of tenderness. All patients included in this study had medial tenderness.

US and CD examination
Patients were examined in prone position with feet hanging freely over the edge of the examination bed. High-resolution greyscale Ultrasound (US) and colour Doppler (CD) (Antares-Siemens), with a linear multifrequency (8–13 MHz) probe, were used to evaluate tendon thickness, structure and blood flow. CD settings were standardised with a gain of 68 dB, sensitivity of 8 cm/s and a pulse repetition frequency of 1250 Hz. Scans were performed by an experienced practitioner in ultrasound diagnostics (HA). Achilles tendon structure was evaluated as either normal, or irregular and hypoechonic. The location of the hypoechogenicity was noted (medial, ventral, lateral). Achilles tendons were characterised as having normal or high blood flow. Normal flow tendons had no detectable blood flow in the sagittal or axial plane, whereas high-blood flow tendons contained at least one region with high-blood flow in the sagittal or axial plane. The location of the blood flow was noted (medial or lateral). Achilles tendinopathy (tendinosis) was defined as a thickened tendon midportion with irregular structure, hypoechogenicity and localised blood flow. In addition, scans were analysed for the presence of a plantaris tendon located close to the medial side of the Achilles tendon midportion. Tendons included in this study exhibited medial hypoechogenicity and medial blood flow.

Ultrasound tissue characterisation
UTC (UTC Imaging, Stein, the Netherlands) was used to tomographically visualise the Achilles tendon.10 A high-resolution 7–12 MHz linear US probe (Teratech, USA) was fixed to a tracking device that moved the transducer automatically along the tendon. In this way, contiguous transverse US images were collected at even distances of 0.2 mm over a distance of 12 cm.

Patients were positioned prone on the examination table with the affected ankle caudal to the edge of the examination bed. The examiner’s knee was pushed against the patient’s forefoot to achieve maximal passive dorsiflexion (figure 1). Coupling gel was applied to the skin, and between the probe and stand off, to optimise sound wave penetration. The tracking device was placed on the posterior aspect of the lower leg and parallel to the longitudinal axis of the Achilles tendon with the caudal edge of the standoff in line with the caudal aspect of the heel. Scans were collected in a distal to proximal direction and were all performed by the same experienced examiner (LM). UTC has shown a high intra-rater and inter-rater reliability.12 14

Images were stored real-time in a high-capacity laptop computer and subsequent compounding of these images created a three-dimensional (3D) volume block of US data. The 3D data block was used for tomographical reconstructions (transverse, sagittal, coronal and 3D coronal planes of view). Dedicated UTC algorithms (UTC 2010, UTC Imaging) were used to quantify the dynamics of grey levels of corresponding pixels in contiguous images over 25 images. Previous fundamental research has shown that the dynamics of grey levels is strongly related to the architecture and integrity of the
tendon matrix with histomorphology of tissue specimen as reference test.\textsuperscript{15–18} In this way, validated UTC algorithms can discriminate four different echotypes, related to matrix integrity:

- Type I is generated by intact, continuous and aligned collagen bundles (fibres and fasciculi).
- Type II is generated by less continuous and/or more swollen and/or more wavy collagen bundles (fibres and fasciculi).
- Type III represents some disintegration with tendon tissue replaced by a mainly disorganised, fibrillar matrix.
- Type IV represent complete disintegration with tendon tissue replaced by an amorphous matrix and fluid.

For each examined tendon, the percentage of each variety of echo-types was taken before and after treatment (follow-up; see below). Once quantified, scans were analysed by the experienced examiner (LM) for regions with disintegration (echopixel types III and IV) within the midportion of the Achilles tendon and recorded according to site (superficial, ventral, medial or lateral). Achilles tendons of the included patients showed disintegration primarily in the medial aspect.

**Operation**

**Surgery**

Surgery was performed within 24 h after UTC, US+CD and clinical assessment. During surgical treatment under local anaesthesia,\textsuperscript{6} the medial aspect of the tendon was visualised via a short longitudinal incision on the medial side of the Achilles tendon midportion (figure 2A). A careful inspection of the medial side of the Achilles tendon was performed by the surgeon (HA) to determine the presence and exact location of a plantaris tendon. When detected, the location in relation to the medial aspect of the Achilles tendon was documented with photographs. In all patients, a thickened plantaris tendon was found in close relationship to the medial aspect of the Achilles tendon, seemingly compressing it. The surgical treatment consisted of release of the plantaris tendon followed by excision of the plantaris tendon distally from the calcaneal insertion and proximally at a level slightly above the distal medial soleus muscle insertion (figure 2B). In addition, a tendon scraping procedure was performed in the regions demonstrating Ultrasound+Doppler-verified high-blood flow on the ventromedial side of the Achilles tendon (figure 3).\textsuperscript{5} Here, the tendon was released from the ventromedial soft tissue by sharp dissection with a knife.

**Follow-up**

A follow-up was performed 6 months after surgical treatment. Tendon structure was analysed with UTC and VISA-A score was taken. Patient satisfaction with the result of the operation was evaluated by self-reporting (satisfied or not satisfied). The outcome was considered to be ‘good’ when patients were satisfied with the treatment and when they were back to full Achilles tendon loading.

---

**Figure 1** Examination using ultrasound tissue characterisation (UTC). The patient is positioned prone on an examination table with the affected ankle caudal to the edge of the examination bed. The examiner’s knee is pushed against the patient’s forefoot to achieve maximal dorsiflexion.

**Figure 2** Surgical excision of the plantaris tendon. Visualisation (A), and release and removal of the plantaris tendon (B) close to the medial side of the Achilles tendon.
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Statistics

SPSS (Statistical Package of Social Science) was used to analyse the data (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA). Parametric tests (t test) were performed, where level of significance was set to p<0.05.

Ethics

The study was approved by University of Queen Mary ethics committee as part of a prospective study on all surgically-treated Achilles tendons at Pure Sports Medicine Clinic in London, UK. All participants provided written informed consent prior to participation.

RESULTS

All patients (tendons) participated in all preclinical examinations and the 6 months follow-up.

At the 6 months follow-up, UTC demonstrated a statistically significant (p<0.001) increase in the mean number (in percent) of organised echopixels (echo-type I+II) from 83.33 (range 74–95) to 91.33 (76–97; figure 4). The mean number (in percent) of disorganised echopixels (echo-type III+IV) decreased from 16.66 (range 5.1–29.9) to 8.67 (range 3.6–14.2; figure 4). These findings were consistent across all patients.

Seven out of eight patients (8/9 tendons) were satisfied with the result of the treatment.

The VISA-A score had significantly increased (p<0.001) from 56.8 (range 34–73) preoperatively to 93.3 (range 87–100) postoperatively (figure 4).

DISCUSSION

This study showed that, in a group of patients with midportion Achilles tendinopathy (having medial tendon pain and tenderness), there was significant improvement in their symptoms and in the structure of the Achilles tendon, 6 months after surgical removal of the plantaris tendon and surgical scraping of the ventromedial side of the Achilles tendon. Clinically, the results were good, with significantly improved VISA-A scores and seven out of the eight patients were satisfied with the result.

A limitation of the study was the relatively small sample size, but the UTC findings were consistent across all patients. Another limitation is that the UTC methodology is relatively new and, although there is good experience in using UTC on horse flexor tendons, there is less experience with human tendons.

From this study, we cannot differentiate whether the positive effects on the tendon structure and the good clinical results were achieved by the removal of the plantaris tendon or the scraping procedure of the ventromedial Achilles tendon. However, the macroscopic findings at operation showed compression from the thick plantaris tendon on the medial side of the Achilles tendon. Furthermore, preoperative UTC scans showed disintegration primarily in the ventromedial aspect of the Achilles tendon where the plantaris tendon touches the Achilles tendon. This was accompanied by medial pain and medial tenderness. We have postulated that the closely located plantaris tendon might have compressed the medial Achilles tendon. The compression theory, raised by Cook and Purdam for insertional tendinopathies, might also apply to midportion Achilles tendinopathy. It is well known that the plantaris tendon is stronger and stiffer than the Achilles tendon, and a position close to, and sometimes grooving the medial side of the Achilles tendon, might possibly cause compressive and/or shearing forces. This theory is further supported by the fact that the plantaris muscle/tendon complex produces both ankle flexion and inversion and could compress the Achilles tendon when in close

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISA-A</th>
<th>UTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Surgery</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months post-surgery</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 Scaping the ventromedial side of the Achilles tendon. The infiltrative fat tissue on the ventromedial side of the Achilles tendon has been scraped loose.

Figure 4 Ultrasound tissue characterisation (UTC) findings and VISA-A scores. VISA-A score and UTC findings before and 6 months after surgery in a patient with midportion Achilles tendinopathy and plantaris tendon involvement. Note the medially located changes (red pixels) on UTC.
apposition. The structural matrix changes in chronic painful Achilles tendinopathy are potentially reversible, and there would appear to be potential for remodelling of the Achilles tendon after removal of a compressing plantaris tendon.

The results of the current study suggest that there is a relationship between tendon structure (matrix integrity) and pain. There was an improved matrix integrity in conjunction with an improved clinical VISA-A score over time. Previous US studies have suggested that the tendon structure in tendinopathy is not related to pain symptoms. This may need to be reconsidered in the light of more recent research using UTC.

We used UTC to study the tendon structure (matrix integrity), and this method has been shown to be reliable and valid, with a high intra-rater and inter-rater reliability. UTC is a new method to study tendon structure (matrix integrity) that allows for quantification, whereas the traditionally used 2D US does not. Previous UTC studies have demonstrated statistical differences in percentage of echopixels between symptomatic tendinopathy tendons and asymptomatic normal Achilles tendons. Asymptomatic tendons had significantly higher percentages of type I and II echopixels, indicative of an organised matrix, whereas symptomatic tendons had significantly higher type III and IV echopixels, indicative of a disorganised tendon matrix.

In conclusion, by using UTC to follow the tendon structure (matrix integrity) after plantaris tendon removal and surgical scraping in patients with chronic painful midportion Achilles tendinopathy, it was shown that there was an improvement of the Achilles tendon structure, in parallel with improved clinical VISA-A scores. UTC seems to be a promising tool to study tendon matrix changes, and can potentially be useful to evaluate Achilles tendons and monitor healing.
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